
Ce livre historique peut contenir de nombreuses coquilles et du texte manquant. Les acheteurs peuvent generalement telecharger une
copie gratuite scannee du livre original ﴾sans les coquilles﴿ aupres de lediteur. Non reference. Non illustre. 1911 edition. Extrait: ...the
machine being in motion, his foot slipped into the hole in the platform, causing him to be thrown against the knives connected with the
machine, and his right arm was cut off at the elbow. The jury brought in a verdict for $5,000, upon which judgment was entered. This
appeal Is from the judgment and from an order denying a motion for a new trial. The defendant asks for a reversal of the judgment and
order upon several grounds, viz., that the trial court erred in the admission of evidence, that It improperly instructed the jury, and
erroneously refused to give certain Instructions requested by the defendant It Is also contended by defendant that the evidence does not
sustain the verdict, and that the amount of the damages given is excessive. We will consider these questions In the order stated. On the trial
of the cause, plaintiff introduced evidence showing that at times during the operation of the machine‐at which the accident occurred It was
necessary to shut It down, for the reason that the engine driving the same was too small for its load, and that when the machine was again
started the increased burden thereby put upon the engine would reduce the pressure of the steam, and that, for this reason, strict orders
had been given that the machine should not be shut down, unless absolutely necessary. Defendant contends that the court committed
error in admitting this testimony, for the reason that it was immaterial, and also tended to confuse the jury and to make them believe that
the defendant was negligent generally in the conduct of its business. The answer of the plaintiff to this contention is that the evidence in
question was offered for the purpose of explaining why he did not...
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